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Compote Set
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.20.0125%20a%2cb

Title: Compote Set

Date: 1818 – 1924

Material: ceramic

Dimensions: 26.5 cm

Description: A pair of round shallow dishes set on tall pedestals. The dishes have a
bold coloured border around the rim with a series of raised relief gold
dots forming a band . The centre of each plate is decorated with a sheaf
of leaves, grasses and flowers. Each pedestal is a column with acanthus
leaves around the top with two sculpted figures playing about the column.
The column rests on a large round base, with three feet curving under,
and repeats the design of plate border. Both of the plates are marked
with Royal Worcester hallmarks.a) A standing cherub holding a cloth scarf
is facing outward and looking down at a seated cherub that is holding a
cup on the other side of the pedestal.b) A standing cherub is peeking
around the pedestal at a crawling cherub.
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Tableware Set
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.20.0117%20a-j

Title: Tableware Set

Date: 1855 – 1877

Material: ceramic, bone china

Dimensions: 11.0 (a); 16.0 (d) x 26.0 (a); 25.0 (b); 50.0 (c); cm

Description: A tableware set consisting of a gravy boat and saucer (a,b), a platter (c),
a butter dish with cover (d), and six dessert plates (e-j). Each piece has a
white background with gold checked border at the rim with a gold filigree
decoration around the border. Each piece, except the butter dish,
contains a red crown symbol at the border with a gold filigree design
hanging beneath it. The butter dish is round, with the base forming a
pedestal, and has a high domed lid. Each of the dessert plates have a
picture of two cherubs at the centre.
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